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Market interactions are brought about by the interplay of entitlements and

obligations. Entitlements are rights, as perceived by the individuals. They

are subjectively perceived rights that go along with a motivational disposition

to defend them. Obligations are the counterparts of entitlements. They

refer to claims of others that are subjectively accepted, and go along with a

motivational disposition to respect these claims. Very simple transactions must

rely on a system of entitlements and obligations. Simple selfishness would not

be sufficient to bring them about or sustain them. This is especially true for

nonenforceable contracts. The relationship of entitlements and obligations to

norms is also discussed.
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1 A Treacherous Image

A portrait of society, gathered from surface impressions, may be drawn as follows.

There exists a body of legal rules that fixes the framework of social and economic

interaction. The law does not determine activity fully, nor does it coordinate

everything. It may mandate paying taxes according to a certain schedule, but it does

not prescribe what to produce and whom to marry; it only rules out certain types

of production and certain marriages.

A prevalent, but deceptive, sequel to these observations runs as follows. Economic

processes are governed, within the legal confines, by custom and competition. These

are, in the words of John Stuart Mill, “the two determining agencies” in market

economies.1 Some traditional economies may be entirely governed by custom, but

in modern economies the forces of competition will erode all kinds of customary

arrangements. It is held that the “economic sphere” will eventually be coordinated

by competition alone. Modernization will supplant customary arrangements by

market processes.

Custom, it is maintained, will not be superseded by the market in all dimensions.

Many activities cannot, will not, or ought not to be mediated by the market. The

“social sphere” will remain the domain of custom. It comprises diverse areas of social

interaction and may be subdivided accordingly. Politics, religion, family patterns,

sports, fashion, and others belong to this sphere. While the economic sphere is

the domain of economics, the social sphere is the province of the other social and

political sciences.

The rough division of fields suggested by this offhand description is deeply en

trenched in our society. The academic disciplines dealing with social phenomena

are subdivided along these lines: law, economics, and sociology. These disciplines

derive their identity from presupposing the division.

1 Mill (1909, ii.iv).
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This picture is, however, grossly deceptive. Custom, competition, and the law are

not of equal standing. It is misleading to depict them, with Mill, as alternative means

to solve problems of economic and social coordination. Market processes build on

custom and on the law. The law itself is, to a large extent, shaped by custom and

works through similar channels. Custom constitutes, so to speak, the primordial

soup from which economic and legal relations emerge.

The purpose of this chapter is to depict market processes as thoroughly dependent

on elements of custom, and to delineate how the customary support is affected

by economic processes in turn. Further, a perspective on social norms is outlined

which conceives them as emerging from an intermeshing of individually perceived

entitlements and obligations. This contrasts with conceptions that take norms as

irreducible social facts.

2 The Nature of Entitlements and Obligations

The view of social interaction proposed here is as follows. Individuals perceive

“entitlements” and “obligations” which channel and direct their action. In this

way, entitlements and obligations coordinate social interaction. While different

societies may entertain quite different sets of entitlements and obligations, they

share the feature that social interaction is organized by a system of entitlements and

obligations.

Entitlements are rights, as perceived by the individuals. They are not, however,

abstract legal rights. Rather, they denote the subjectively perceived rights that

go along with a motivational disposition to defend them.2 Obligations are the

counterparts of entitlements. They refer to claims of others that are subjectively

accepted, and go along with a motivational disposition to respect these claims.

The distinguishing characteristic of entitlements and obligations is thus their moti

vational and behavioural component. Entitlements and obligations affect valuations

and change behaviour. In this, entitlements and obligations influence social and eco

nomic interaction. It will be argued in this chapter that entitlements and obligations

2 The usage follows the psychological interpretation by Kahneman et al. (1986), which differs from
the usage that attaches the term to legal or natural rights; see Calabresi and Melamed (1972, 1090f.).
It differs also from the view proposed by sociologists such as Coleman (1990, 30610), for whom
“obligations and expectations” are created and entertained by “rational” actors for selfish reasons.
The account given here stresses the direct motivational force of entitlements and obligations.
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Figure 1: Custom, Entitlements, Obligations, Action

are crucial for all kinds of everyday transactions. Exchange and contracting depend

on behaviours that are elicited by entitlements and obligations.

Yet entitlements and obligations are not reducible to habit formation. They depend

on justifications that conjoin customary experience with current conduct, and flow

from convictions about appropriateness, as nourished by custom. An entire complex

of diverse reasons and experiences spawns entitlements and obligations.

3 Entitlements, Obligations, and Custom

The first and most important source of entitlements and obligations is custom.

Repetition over time as well as shared patterns of behaviour within a reference

group generate perceptions of entitlement and obligation. Individuals will feel

prompted to conform to customary patterns of behaviour; they will feel entitled

to act in customary ways, and will more readily accept demands by others if these

demands are affirmed in such a manner.

Repeated action will become ingrained in custom and will in turn add support to

the bundle of reasserted entitlements and obligations. In this way, conservatism and

conformity will link entitlements and obligations to perceived patterns. Entitlements

and obligations will influence action. The working of custom is schematically

depicted in Fig. 1.
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4 Entitlements and the Law

Another important source of entitlements and obligations stems from the law. Laws

contribute to the shaping of entitlements and obligations in several ways. First,

the law can be imposed by sanctions. The behaviour enforced in this manner will

eventually become customary, and perceived entitlements and obligations will adjust

to accommodate the new state of affairs.

The law may exert a more direct influence, however. It has been observed that the

mere declaration of a law, without imposing any punishment for disobedience, will

induce behavioural changes.3 This “direct” influence of the law is perhaps most

clearly visible when “contractual presuppositions” command bargaining results.

Contractual presuppositions are standard clauses that can be readily replaced by

other clauses if the parties wish to do so. Standard clauses are not backed up

by sanctions and are, in this sense, weaker than laws. They do not affect the set

of permissible contracts, nor the threat points, nor the benefits of the feasible

alternatives. Yet it turns out empirically that outcomes are strongly affected by

changing contractual presuppositions.

The law by itself will not be sufficient to generate entitlements and obligations,

however. Consider the right to free speech. In the former (Communist) German

Democratic Republic, the right to free speech was constitutionally guaranteed.

Given such a right, it may appear difficult for those in power to suppress free speech.

The Communists, however, were largely able to do so by using various sanctions

against dissidents. The consequence was that everybody was afraid to dissent. In

this way, entitlements were suppressed irrespective of the law. Laws and regulations

that play no part in normal life cease to be relevant for generating entitlements and

obligations.

Thus, laws can affect entitlements and obligations only within an atmosphere of

generalized law obedience. Such generalized law obedience is established by custom.

In this sense, the law may be understood as a modifying link in the chain that relates

custom to entitlements and obligations. The law is legitimized by custom, and

custom plays a part in prescribing the content of the law.

It may be added that many laws may be seen as codifications of usages that came

about for quite other reasons. It sometimes follows, rather than guides, custom.

This is characteristic of labour legislation or international law, for example.

3 Killias (1985).
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In another sense, the influence of the law is enigmatic, because people often do not

know their own legal position in everyday life.4 They largely follow customary

patterns when shopping or marrying, but are ignorant of the legal aspects of what

they are doing. Few know about the liability regulations that are brought into

effect by a marriage contract, a lease of a flat, or the purchase of a power saw. Yet

people engage in these transactions and deliberately inform themselves about the

legal rights only if something goes wrong. They follow established patterns. The

law affects these patterns by influencing custom.

While custom is affected by the law, therefore, this effect is not direct and simple.

An appreciation of the law requires a grasp of the way in which the law moulds

entitlements and contributes to the shaping of custom. Hence any view of custom

must offer a perspective for integrating the influence of law on custom. A later

chapter will suggest such a perspective.5

5 Clarity

It is obvious that all cognition, emotion, and behaviour must be rooted in the human

mind. This holds true for entitlements and obligations as well as for all other kinds

of customary behaviour. However, it is not feasible to trace all behaviours explicitly

to specific psychological processes. Even if such a reductionist approach were man

ageable, it would not yield an appropriate understanding of very general phenomena

such as custom. Yet the opposite approach of sidestepping all psychological issues

by appropriately demarcating the field of inquiry is not helpful either. Economic

and sociological approaches proceed in this manner when assuming given “prefer

ences” or “social values.” These approaches must remain powerless with regard to

all issues relating to the formation of preferences and norms. Such questions are,

however, central concerns for any theory of custom.

The theory of custom is thus obliged to build on psychology, but this does not

imply any extreme reductionism. It will suffice to invoke some broad psychological

regularities. Just as economics can deal with price formation in a market while leav

ing the nature and the precise attributes of the commodities unspecified, the theory

of custom can build on fairly general and abstract ideas about human motivation

and cognition while remaining tacit about particulars.

4 See Ellickson (1991, 140) for references to these and other cases.
5 Schlicht (1998, Chapter 12)
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The following argument, therefore, will build on a cluster of some general psycho

logical tendencies in learning and motivation relating to psychological “clarity.” This

notion will attain central importance as the argument is developed. A preliminary

characterization of clarity in its relation to custom is as follows.

Any custom refers to regularities that must be perceived, learnt, memorized, and

passed on. Unclear and complicated rules cannot be handled in this way, and cannot,

therefore, be coded by custom. This constrains possible customary patterns. Clarity

eases encoding, while unclarity smothers it.

It has been stressed earlier that custom comprises both cognitive and motivational

aspects; it is confined neither to the cognitive nor to the emotional sphere alone.6

Similarly, the notion of “clarity” is not restricted to mere perceptual or mnemonic

simplicity, but comprises multifarious psychological phenomena. It is devised as

a portmanteau term referring to psychological consistency between conviction,

motivation, and action.

Justifications in terms of custom illustrate some aspects of such consistency. A

certain action may be justified by pointing out that it conforms to custom; clarity

refers here to the fit of action to custom. Customary behaviour may be justified in

terms of its usefulness or appropriateness; clarity refers here to the fit of the practice

to the purpose. The everyday desire for justification instances further pertinent

clarification processes.

Clarity requirements affect entitlements and obligations in many other ways which

will be discussed later. Before doing so, however, it seems appropriate to consider the

workings of entitlements and obligations, and how they control social interaction.

6 An Everyday Transaction

The effect of entitlements and obligations is most easily understood by looking at

commonplace transactions. Consider, as an example, a taxi ride in an unfamiliar

town.7 A person enters a taxi cab and tells the driver where to go. Upon arrival

the taxi driver points to the taximeter and indicates the fare. The customer pays,

possibly including a tip. The customer leaves, the taxi disappears. Neither party

expects to meet the other again, and noone thinks about the episode any further;

6 Schlicht (1998, Section 1.6)
7 The following example for anonymous and nonrepeated exchange elaborates on Basu (1984, 57)
and Schlicht (1993, 79f.).
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this is the usual pattern of behaviour. Yet it is not easy to understand the incident in

terms of selfseeking behaviour.

Surely there was an initial contract. The taxi driver promised to take the person

to the place mentioned, and the passenger promised to pay the fare. This initial

contract created entitlements: the passenger obtained an entitlement to the ride,

and in exchange for that the driver obtained an entitlement to the fare. Congruous

obligations were generated simultaneously.

But why do both parties honour the contract? Why do they care for those entitle

ments? The passenger, for his part, may consider leaving the taxi without paying,

as he has been brought to the place where he wanted to go. He may fear, however,

that this would infuriate the taxi driver. As the driver appears to be a strong and

determined person, this appears too high a risk, and the passenger decides to pay.

However, after having handed over the money, nothing has changed in the mutual

bargaining position: the taximeter reading is still the same, the physique of the taxi

driver appears as threatening as before, and the passenger still has some cash in his

pocket. So why does the taxi driver not insist that the passenger pay again, and why

shouldn’t the passenger comply if he did before?

The taxi driver may think that such a demand would infuriate the passenger. The

passenger could resist, and could consider legal action. So he is content with what

he has obtained and drives away.

But if the passenger can threaten the taxi driver by taking legal action, he could do

so at the outset and could save the fare. He could falsely pretend that he had already

paid, and that the taxi driver was trying to extort him. There is no clear solution

to the bargaining problem: if one party has the means to render the other party

compliant, this threat could be used right at the beginning, and also repeatedly. It

is not at all clear from the mutual options available to the parties why the initial

contract is in fact honoured.

7 Compliance and Moralistic Aggression

The answer suggested in the above episode is that “moralistic aggression” may

serve as an effective enforcement mechanism. The parties may be prepared to

defend whatever they perceive as their entitlement, even if they cannot expect any
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immediate benefit, and even if it involves some cost to them.8 Under such an

assumption, the taxi driver would act aggressively if the passenger tried to walk

away without paying, and the passenger would act aggressively if the taxi driver

asked him to pay twice. Both expect this. After calculating costs and benefits, both

conclude that demanding and paying one fare is the preferred action for both of

them. The strategic considerations may even be skipped, as everybody has gone

through similar episodes before and has acquired the appropriate strategy as a matter

of routine.

Many everyday transactions rely in this way on entitlements that generate a threat

of moralistic aggression. This stabilizes the transaction. Such moralistic aggression

is irrational in the sense that it would require each of the parties to engage in actions

that worsen their position, but it is precisely this psychological disposition to act

aggressively in nonnormal cases that sustains smooth transactions in the normal

case.9

Obligations influence action in a parallel way. If a person accepts that somebody is

entitled to obtain something from him, this will increase his inclination to actually

concede. Obligations spawn compliance.

It is to be noted here that the entitlements and obligations are mental phenomena

lacking any “real” foundation. The taxi driver knows that the passenger has de

manded a ride; if the driver had offered a free ride because he was going in that

direction anyway, he would not have been entitled to demand a fare. Similarly,

the passenger knows that he has asked for a ride; if the taxi had not been properly

marked, and the passenger were hitchhiking, he might not feel an obligation to pay

the normal fare. Entitlements and obligations reside in the minds of the individuals

concerned and in their understanding of a certain situation.

8 See Klein et al. (1978, 305). They built on the work of the biologist R. L. Trivers (1971). See also
KubonGilke (1997, Section 4.3.2).
9 This type of behaviour may lead to a more desirable outcome in the long run and thus may be
considered rational in a wider sense Frank (1988, 1989, 13). However, Frank (1989, 6) notes a
problem with this: “If there are genuine advantages of being vengeful or trustworthy and being
perceived as such, there are even greater advantages in appearing to have, but not actually having,
these qualities.” The maxim “never tell a lie” seems to be individually less efficient than the maxim
“never tell a lie if it can be found out; otherwise tell lies if it is to your own advantage.” Frank
terms this the “problem of mimicry.” But if mimicry is better than truthfulness, truthfulness can be
sustained only by forgoing immediate gains.
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8 Coordination Failures

Most, if not all, transactions build on perceived entitlements and obligations that

influence behaviour and settle the outcome. Without entitlements and their impact

on behaviour, many transactions would not be feasible. The taxi driver would, for

instance, anticipate that any passenger would leave the taxi without paying and

would ask for advance payment. Any passenger would reject such a demand because

he would anticipate that the taxi driver would take the money and refuse to make

the trip unless paid again, etc. As a result, such transactions would be blocked by

strategic considerations. There would be no taxi service available, since it would not

be feasible. Taxis would not exist.10

In the presence of entitlements, economic and social coordination runs smoothly

in the normal case. This is highlighted when things go wrong and incompatible

entitlements clash. Consider again the example of the taxi ride. Assume that the

taxi driver has erroneously made a detour. He may feel that he is entitled to the full

fare as indicated by the taximeter, as he has driven the passenger that distance. The

customer may feel obliged to pay somewhat less, since the optimal distance was

shorter than that shown on the taximeter, and the detour was caused by the driver’s

incompetence: the passenger has not asked for it. The passenger may refuse to pay

the demanded fare. In an incident of this sort, a female passenger in Munich injured

a taxi driver to such an extent that he had to be hospitalized.11

Such conflicts are well known. They relate to warranty, delivery, performance,

modes of payment, parking, the noise and smell coming from the neighbours’ flat,

and so forth. On a larger scale, neighbouring groups or nations may perceive

entitlements differently—they may for instance interpret history and historical

contracts in a different way. This may lead to war even in cases where no party can

expect to win. Inaction, or maybe joint military action against some others, would

appear a preferable strategy for both parties in such cases, yet the parties choose to

engage in a war. On an intermediate scale, industrial disputes that are particularly

severe can be observed if “matters of principle” are at stake.

10 The above is just one example of the “hold up” problem that arises if one party can withhold
performance after the other party has performed. Often these problems can be solved by means of
hostages (O.E. Williamson 1985, 167205). In the taxi driver example, the contracting problem
might be solved in that manner, but it should be noted that this is not done in practice. It seems
more efficient if there is no necessity for pawning. It is also to be doubted if such pawning would
not induce other problems elsewhere.
11 Tochtermann (1992).
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9 Norms

Entitlements and obligations are closely related to social norms. While the impor

tance of social norms is often recognized, it is less common to view those norms as

arising from entitlements and obligations on the individual level.

The economic importance of social norms may be illustrated by looking at fairness.

Perceptions of fairness influence economic behaviour. In many settings people

prefer fair over unfair actions even if these are to their own disadvantage. They are

also prone to punish unfairness, even if this involves some costs to them.12 Fairness

judgements arise from judging a given transaction in the light of a “reference trans

action,” which serves as a standard for comparison. If the given transaction deviates

from the reference transaction, this is considered unfair. Empirical observations

have prompted the surprising conclusion that the reference transaction “provides

a basis for fairness judgements because it is normal, not necessarily because it is

just.”13 Fairness standards are, thus, related to normality and custom. As fairness

perceptions influence behaviour significantly, the fairness standards, established by

custom, shape behaviour.14

Fairness standards play an important role in social and economic life. One important

function is that they serve to fill the gaps in insufficiently specified contracts. Most

transactions and interactions proceed on the assumption that the usual meaning is

invoked, and the usual interpretations are applied, whenever something is left open.

But even if the singular case obtains that everything is specified in a contract, the

interpretation of the terms of the contract is governed by considerations of common

usage. In this way, many transactions are carried out smoothly.

It should be clear, however, that standards of fairness are not invariably beneficial.

They may ease many transactions, but they may also block beneficial transactions.

Customary wage differentials may, for example, be maintained for reasons of fair

ness, but the wrong wage structure may hinder an improvement in the allocation of

resources.

12 Kahneman et al. (1986, 736). Schmitt and Marwell (1972) summarize their findings, for instance,
by asserting that “a substantial proportion of subjects will forgo rewards to avoid inequitable
conditions.” See Güth et al. (1982), and Kahneman et al. (1987).
13 Kahneman et al. (1986, 730). See also Opp (1982, 14447) for a theory about the sequence
recurrent behaviour–preference formation–norm formation from the point of view of modern social
psychology.
14 Fairness and justice refer here to standards factually entertained by the individuals, not to some
absolute philosophical standards.
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The same may be said with regard to other social norms. They set standards and bias

behaviour and thinking in the direction of these standards. The standards themselves

refer to normality. It may be argued, as with fairness, that various normguided

behaviours have some good and some bad consequences, but this is not the concern

here. The point is rather that these norms exist and that they strongly influence

social and economic interaction. This must be taken into account, and allowance

must be made for the fact that these norms are not fixed, but are shaped by social

and economic processes.

In all these examples, the term “norms” can be used interchangeably with “entitle

ments and obligations.” Speaking about entitlements seems, however, preferable

in most cases. Such a parlance stresses the subjective element and makes it easier

to envisage conflict. The coordination failures such as the conflict between the

taxi driver and his passenger discussed above can be rephrased in terms of conflict

ing social norms held by the parties.15 This appears vexatious since social norms

are typically related to shared understandings. “Conflicting norms” must refer to

“conflicting shared understandings.” Such a parlance requires further refinements

to make sense. Therefore, it seems more appropriate to conceive of these cases as

arising from conflicting entitlements, and to conceive of social norms as arising

from intermeshing perceptions of entitlements and obligations.16

The entitlement view permits an analysis of norm formation in terms of psychologi

cal processes that shape entitlements and obligations. By treating norms as results of

psychological processes that generate entitlements and obligations, issues of norm

formation and, more broadly, of custom formation can be addressed. The other

position of taking norms as irreducible social facts would block all understanding

of norm formation and the dynamics of custom from the outset.

10 Contracting

Economic interaction is intimately related to contracting. The possibility of con

tracting is tied up with the way in which contracting gives rise to entitlements and

obligations. The exchange of one good for another involves mutual agreement on

the transaction. Such an agreement—an “implied contract”—is often implied by

15 See Section 8.
16 The “dual entitlement” theory of fairness proposed by Kahneman et al. (1986) derives fairness
judgements in a similar—but somewhat more detailed and elaborate—way from entitlements.
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acting conclusively. If so, an “implied” or “implicit” contract is concluded. In other

cases, an explicit contract may govern the transaction.

Market exchange, certainly one of the core themes in economics, is just one form

of implicit or explicit contracting. The taxi driver example can be seen in this

way.17 Institutional economics as well as political economics, labour economics, and

various branches of microeconomics have stressed that economic activity involves

contracting from the outset. Some authors view institutions in general as clusters of

contracts between individuals.18

Contracting refers to an exchange of promises: one party promises to act under

certain conditions in a certain way, and the other party makes a similar promise.

Both promises are contingent on one another: if one party does not perform, the

other party is not bound to perform either. Further, both promises will restrict

behaviour away from what the parties may otherwise prefer to do. A promise to

behave strictly selfishly under all circumstances will not fetch a price.19

Contracting is possible because the promises affect behaviour. They are binding.

They may be not binding in any absolute sense, but the probability of behaving

as promised is increased by the making of the promise. This may come about in

several ways.

First, there may be institutions that are responsible for contract enforcement, such as

the courts. This “external enforcement” is certainly of great importance, especially

for largescale explicit contracts.

The second possibility is that contracts are “selfenforcing.” It may be in the mutual

interest of the parties to carry them out.20 The parties may want to do business

with one another and promise to meet at a certain place at a certain time. Both

17 See Section 6.
18 The view that institutions are just contracts has been elaborated, e.g. by Jensen and Meckling

(1976) and Alchian (1984) with respect to the firm, and may be extended to other institutions. See
Schlicht (1998, Ch. 13) on the theory of the firm.
19 Contracts are taken thus as dealing with—possibly limited—conflicts, where it is in everybody’s
interest to default provided the other party observes the contract, and where the other party’s
obedience is brought about by the other party’s promise not to defect. In contrast, pure coordination
problems may be solved by simple agreements. Note also that the above discussion is simplified in
that third parties are not invoked in the argument. The main conclusion is, however, not affected
by that: symbolic action must trigger the behaviour of the parties. This can work only through
motivational channels, since no real incentives are changed by uttering the words “I agree.” The
problem that symbolic action must trigger behaviour relates to the problem that “strategic” speech
may destroy communication altogether (Basu, 1984, 2).
20 See Telser (1980, 27) and Klein (1985) on selfenforcing contracts.
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would benefit from keeping the promise, and both know this: the “contract” is

“selfenforcing.” Such “contracts” ought be termed “agreements,” since they do not

restrict future action away from what would be preferable otherwise. They do not

pose any particular theoretical problem.

Sometimes this selfenforcement comes about through reputation effects in long

term relationships: in order to continue doing business with the customer, the

firm performs as expected—otherwise, the custom may be lost. The danger of

spoiling the firm’s reputation may provide a sufficient incentive to perform. There

are some theoretical problems associated with such reputation mechanisms, but

these problems will not be discussed here.

11 NonEnforceable Contracts

Many contracts rely neither on selfenforcement nor on external enforcement. Such

nonenforceable contracts are typical for many everyday transactions, both for

business contracts and for contracts between nations. The importance of non

enforceable contracts has been widely recognized in the literature, and it seems

unnecessary to stress their importance again.21 The following remarks are intended

to illustrate the nature of these of nonenforceable contracts.

Everyday interaction is often guided by customary patterns which trail the law in

many cases. For instance, German labour and commercial law states that common

practice is binding in cases of dispute. In the dozen reported AngloAmerican cases

in which ownership of a whale’s carcass was contested, judges regarded themselves

as bound to honour whalers’ usages which had been proved in a trial. The usages

and property rights evolved among whalers without any outside interference. When

whaling switched from right (Balaenidae) whales to sperm whales, these practices

and customs adapted to the new circumstances. This happened spontaneously and

without any external intervention.22 Sometimes custom simply overrides the law.

In Shasta County, California, people settle their disputes by customary rules that

are quite unrelated, and sometimes even contrary, to prevailing legal arrangements:

21 The literature refers to nonenforceable contracts as “relational contracts,” “private ordering,”
or contracts governed by social norms. Classical papers include Llewellyn (1931) and Macaulay

(1963). O. E. Williamson (1985, 2022, 16368) has stressed the importance of private ordering for
business relationships. Ellickson (1991) has investigated in detail how everyday life in a California
county (Shasta County) is governed by social norms that are unrelated to the pertinent legal norms.
22 Ellickson (1991, 192,197).
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When adjoining landowners there decide to split the costs of boundary fences, they

typically reach their solutions in total ignorance of their substantive legal rights.

When resolving cattletrespass disputes, virtually all rural residents apply a norm

that an animal owner is responsible for the behaviour of his livestock—even in

situations where they know that a cattleman would not be legally liable for trespass

damages.23

Business contracts are often rather vague in their contents. They articulate aims and

intentions, rather than tight quality descriptions and formulas linking quantity with

price. However, they often contain provisions for arbitration in cases of dispute,

presumably to keep the disputes out of court.24

Such contracts rely on informal, customary ways of enforcement, for several reasons.

Smallscale contracts cannot count on external enforcement, because it simply would

not be worthwhile to go to court, and it would be difficult to supply adequate

evidence. Fraudulent taxi drivers exploit this.

Largescale business contracts require a flexibility that can be obtained only by

keeping the terms vague. Such contracts require specialized knowledge for interpret

ing them in an appropriate manner. The courts with their schematized reasoning,

bound by abstract general rules, and with their ignorance of the many specifics

surrounding a dispute, are poorly equipped to enforce such contracts sensibly. In

consequence, courts are avoided.

International relations are dominated by nonenforceable contracts for obvious

reasons. Although international courts do exist, they have no means of enforcing

their rulings other than by resorting to the help of other nations. There is no

supreme agency for enforcing international contracts, and many contracts are not

selfenforcing. The spontaneous emergence of whaling rights and the change of

these rights in response to changing conditions illustrates this.

“Nonenforceable” contracts are thus central for our understanding of economic pro

cesses. They govern everyday exchanges and are a conditio sine qua non for a proper

functioning of any market system; they are absolutely necessary for the maintenance

and workability of all social structures. Yet they have been often disregarded.25

Such nonenforceable contracts are concluded because they affect behaviour, in

spite of lacking a supporting enforcement mechanism. They work, because they

23 Ellickson (1991, 141).
24 KubonGilke (1997, Section 5.3.6).
25 Modern treatments, such as Lewis (1969), Schotter (1981), or Sugden (1986), have often been
inspired by game theory and rule this out by assumption.
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create entitlements and obligations and set the standards that trigger compliance

and moralistic aggression. The contracting parties rely on this mechanism.26 In the

words of David Hume, “there must be some act of mind attending these words, I

promise; and on this act of mind must the obligation depend.”27 However, many

promises are not kept, and many assertions do not create entitlements. If somebody

says: “I will do my best,” this will not necessarily mean anything more than “I

want to be polite, and I will do the usual.” The entitlements that can be evoked by

concluding a contract rely on customary standards of performance.

12 Entitlements and Morality

The above account of entitlements as the backbone to market transactions covers

many of the topics that are usually associated with discussions about social norms

and business morality. More specifically, it is held that societies have developed

“implicit agreements of certain kinds of regard for others, agreements which are

essential to the survival of the society or at least contribute greatly to the efficiency

of its working.”28

In the example of the taxi driver, however, it seems a little farfetched to talk about

morality and a mutual regard for others. The ethical connotations may even be

unwarranted. They may be quite irrelevant for conducting the transaction. Transac

tions may even occur under relatively wicked circumstances. Contracting among

gangsters or drug traffickers and addicts is remote from current notions of morality

but may be covered from an entitlement perspective. It seems confusing rather than

enlightening to invoke moral behaviour in these cases.29 The entitlement term is

morally neutral, and seems also more appropriate in the context of exchange.

26 It may be noted that even very refined notions of selfenforcement, e.g. Bull (1983), implicitly
make such an assumption. In Bull, the assumption is that a contract is of relevance because renegoti
ation is not possible. Any slight deviation from the behaviour specified in the original contract is
considered a breach rather than a modification of the original contract and triggers a noncooperative
response.
27 Hume (1978, 516).
28 Arrow (1974, 26). Casson (1991) has used the terms “morality” and “trust” in the same sense, as
referring to mutually advantageous individual dispositions that enhance economic performance by
lowering transaction costs.
29 David Hume (1978, 532) put this as follows: “Here are two persons that dispute an estate; of
whom one is rich, a fool, and a bachelor; the other poor, a man of sense, and has a numerous family:
The first is my enemy, the second my friend. Whether I be actuated in this affair by a view of public
interest, by friendship or enmity, I must do the utmost to procure the estate to the latter.” Still, the
first may be entitled to obtain the property!
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Another reason for avoiding reference to morality is as follows. “Morality” refers

not only to conventions and moral values that vary across cultures, but also to

ethical core ideas of truth, justice, and human rights that are shared across cultures

in spite of different interpretations. Speaking about entitlements and obligations

invokes stronger conventional and weaker ethical connotations. If conventional

aspects of morality are concerned, the entitlement terminology is preferable, while

morality terms are more appropriate when referring to absolute ethical aspects.
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